PANGRAM
Office Furniture Solutions

PanGram

VERSATILITY
PanGram: Highly flexible! > Every office is subject to an array of individual needs
and preferences. Some need space while others desire a little more privacy.
Common areas are today’s reality, but their configuration can be a real puzzle.
This is why we designed PanGram. The vast selection of furniture, panels and
screens will help you create the right combination for privacy and functionality,
simply and efficiently. PanGram represents versatility at its best! Compatible
with all our Lacasse office furniture collections, the individual elements add
color and architectural sophistication to your environment. Simply amazing!

PanGram laminate panels and furniture with Options wall-mounted
hutch, Tuscany Walnut and Willow Grey finishes. PanGram stackable
fabric panels. Saggio seating by United Chair.

Electricom II:
Electrical Solutions

Space Management

PanGram laminate panels and furniture, Natural Cherry and Willow Grey finishes, with Electricom II;
stackable fabric panels and frosted translucent screens, Anthracite Grey accents. FreeStyle seating by United Chair.

Configure your environment,
simply and efficiently.
PanGram panels and screens give you the utmost flexibility at great value. Your team is expanding? You need a well-defined area for your weekly
meetings? PanGram will help you divide your workstation as you please. This collection also offers a vast array of furniture, work surfaces, hutches,
rails and accessory holders. As for our mobile storage units, their sleek and clever design will blend in nicely, making it effortless to relocate.
PanGram is space management made easy!

Everything is possible
PanGram gives you versatility, structure
and freedom with the flexibility of its design.
For example, with our laminate folding
screen you can create a movable border –
on wheels – to expand or restrict an area
according to your immediate needs.

Mobile laminate folding screen, laminate
and stackable panels with furniture, all
from the PanGram collection, Natural Maple
and Parchment finishes; frosted translucent
screens with Silver accents. Affinity seating
by United Chair.

Just a few steps, a few pieces and minimal effort!

100% compatible!
Dividing your very own efficient workspace is now
possible! Perfectly compatible with all Lacasse
office furniture collections, PanGram panels
complete, surround and divide your environment,
with the added bonus of color and architectural
sophistication.
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Step 1 – Structure your environment with laminate panels, stackable fabric panels
and frosted translucent screens from the PanGram collection series.
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Step 2 – Attach work surfaces to the panels.
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Step 3 - Complete your work environment by adding mobile storage units, hutches, shelves,
rails and accessory holders. All you need now is a comfortable chair and you are good to go!
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Office Furniture Solutions
Founded in 1956, Groupe Lacasse is a North American leader in the design, manufacture and
service of a broad range of high-quality furniture products for all types of work environments.
We have the experience, expertise and capability to deliver incomparable design, exceptional
quality, optimum service and outstanding value in Office Furniture Solutions.
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Groupe Lacasse products are GREENGUARD® certified to rigorous
indoor air quality standards for low-emitting interior products.
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